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A Widows Journey Reflections On Walking Alone
What happens when your husband dies unexpectedly in the prime of your life and marriage?
In Widow’s Might, Kim Knight shares her experience when her husband suddenly and
unexpectedly died at fifty-six years old. In one day, Kim went from planning her future
with her best friend to planning a funeral, searching for passwords to online accounts,
trying to return to normal when things were no longer normal, and finding God in the
middle of trauma and grief. Widow’s Might is for young or middle-aged widows and those
who love them. The book helps those who’ve experienced a tragic loss to better understand
the confusing and unpredictable path of grief as well as the challenges and promise of
new growth. Learning to embrace a life different from the one you imagined isn’t
something you’re going to master by the end of year one, when your family and friends
think you should, or when you hope you might. You can deeply embrace and honor your
marriage to your late spouse and still find contentment, happiness, and maybe even love
in the days ahead. Widow’s Might will give you the strength and wisdom to discover new
life on the other side of death. Look toward what God has in store for you. And—every
once in a while—spend the day in your pajamas and eat popcorn for dinner. It’s okay.
From a widow and therapist, a guide to life after losing a husband, with reflections on
grief and practical advice In this remarkably useful guide, widow, author, and therapist
Genevieve Davis Ginsburg offers fellow widows -- as well as their family and friends -sage advice for coping with the loss of a husband. From learning to travel and eat alone
to creating new routines to surviving the holidays and anniversaries that reopen
emotional wounds, Ginsburg give guidance on: Dealing with anger and guilt Maintaining
family relationships Dating after widowhood Handling money Responding to others' support
And more Widow to Widow walks readers through the challenges of widowhood and encourages
them on their path to building a new life.
The experience of losing a spouse can become an overwhelming chasm of grief, loss,
confusion, and even anger. This touching, heartfelt book from veteran best-selling author
Quin Sherrer, offers widows practical help, hope, and healing for the road forward.
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Written in short, easy, devotional-style readings for those going through the grief
process, Quin walks hand in hand, sharing her own story as a widow, as well as the
stories of many others who have walked the same road.
Losing a spouse or romantic life partner causes a special kind of heartbreak, loneliness,
and disappointment. Your plans for your life have irrevocably changed. Because everyone
mourns differently, guided journal writing is a useful tool for navigating the phases of
grief in a personalized, private way. The Widow's Journal is written in a frank yet
hopeful style by lifelong journaler Carrie P. Freeman, PhD, a communication professor,
who set out to write the kind of book she could have used when, just prior to her
thirtieth birthday, she lost her own husband to cancer. Unlike other bereavement books,
The Widow's Journal doesn't tell you what to do, it isn't a memoir or collection of other
people's stories, and it isn't limited to any particular spiritual outlook. Instead it
provides over one hundred guiding questions (from the practical to the profound) that you
can use to progress through the grieving process, culminating in a collection of your
most useful insights for reflection. Freeman's thoughtful questions prompt you to reflect
on your feelings, but more importantly, provide a gentle path toward productively coping
with intense grief while making plans to build a meaningful new life. This journal works
like a guided diary or workbook, with beautifully decorated pages on which to write
and/or color. It is designed to be a useful, caring gift for those whose husband, wife,
or life partner has died within the last year. The author's book website is
www.thewidowsjournal.com
Walking with God on the Road You Never Wanted to Travel
A Widow's Guide to Healing
Reflections on the 7 Sorrows of the Blessed Virgin Mary (black and White Version)
Destination Hope: A Travel Companion When Life Falls Apart
A Widow's Journey
Sixteen True Stories of Grief, Anger and Healing
See Me Grieve
Good Night, I Love You
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Joyce Rogers, a recently widowed, highly respected woman of faith, helps others with profound and practical tips on how to
weather the pain of loss and see God's plan for the future.
More than three decades after the events described in The Witches of Eastwick, Alexandra, Jane, and Sukie—widowed, aging, and
with their occult powers fading—return for the summer to the Rhode Island town where they once made piquant scandal and
sometimes deadly mischief. But what was then a center of license and liberation is now a “haven of wholesomeness” populated by
hockey moms and househusbands primly rebelling against their absent, reckless, self-involved parents. With spirits still free but
energy waning, the three women reconstitute their coven to confront not only this youthful counterspell of propriety but also the
enmity of those longtime townsfolk who, through their youthful witchery, they irreparably harmed. In this wise and wicked satire
on the way we make peace with our pasts, John Updike proves himself a wizard on every page.
In the wake of her husband's abrupt and unexpected death, Jené Ray Barranco was suddenly forced to grapple with being a
single mother to three grieving teenagers while feeling a deafening silence at the center of her relationship with God. To cope
with her intense heartache, she began writing on a daily basis to create purpose from her pain. Good Night, I Love You compiles
those thoughts, and explores with raw and honest prose the author's journey as a widow and shares what she has learned about
grief, marriage, parenting, faith, living a meaningful life, and utter dependence on God. Here is a book that will speak to anyone
who has ever loved a husband or wife or child.
This loss changes everything. The loss of a life partner can be traumatic. Oblivious to our suffering, the world around us speeds
on as if nothing happened. Stunned, shocked, sad, confused, and angry, we blink in disbelief. Our hearts are broken. Our souls
shake. We look for comfort. Our broken, grieving hearts need it to survive. Multiple award-winning author, hospice chaplain, and
grief counselor Gary Roe is a trusted voice who has been helping wounded, grieving hearts find hope and healing for more than
three decades. Written with heartfelt compassion, this warm, easy-to-read, and practical book reads like a caring conversation
with a friend and will become a comforting companion as you navigate the turbulent waters of grief. Gary’s desire is to meet you
in your grief and walk with you there. Composed of brief chapters, Comfort for the Grieving Spouse's Heart is designed to be read
one chapter per day, giving you bite-sized bits of comfort, encouragement, and healing over a period of time. You do not have to
read it this way, of course. We all grieve differently. Read in the way that is most natural for you. In Comfort for the Grieving
Spouse's Heart, you will discover how to... * Process complicated grief emotions (sadness, anger, guilt, confusion, guilt, anxiety,
depression, feeling overwhelmed, etc). * Navigate all the relational changes - feeling alone, misunderstood, isolated, and even
rejected by those around you. * Handle the increased stress and uncertainty that this heavy loss can bring. * Deal with physical
and mental health issues, illnesses, and new symptoms that often arise. * Take care of yourself through diet, hydration, fitness,
and rest. * Deal with a myriad of practical issues (financial challenges, parenting, family activities) * Handle the intense, deep
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loneliness that often comes with this loss. You will also find hope in how to... * Think through the challenging spiritual and faith
questions that frequently surface. * Relate well to the people around you - those who are helpful and those who aren't. *
Overcome the tendency to run from emotional pain with unhealthy habits or compulsive behaviors. * Deal well with triggers and
the grief bursts that will come. * Find the support you need for survival, recovery, and healing (safe people, fellow grievers,
counseling, etc.). * Develop a simple, realistic plan for birthdays, anniversaries, and holidays. *Use your grief for good - for
yourself, your family, and others. *Allow this loss to give you greater perspective and motivate you to live more effectively than
ever before. *Make your life count, one day, one moment at a time. Please don’t grieve alone. Let Comfort for the Grieving
Spouse's Heart join you on this arduous, tasking journey. Be kind to yourself. Take your heart seriously. Death has invaded, but it
doesn't have to win. Read on. Comfort awaits you in these pages of this book.
A Journey Through Grief
Living for God after Losing Your Husband
Getting to the Other Side of Grief
Reflections for a Grieving Wife
Widow's Might
Widow To Widow
Beyond the Broken Heart
The Last Lecture
Life crises threaten our spiritual stability. Losing a loved one—whether or not you expect their death—is
always traumatic. The trauma of adjusting to the new identity of widow while facing a multitude of questions
and urgent decisions can be overwhelming. In this book of 60 meditations, Nell Noonan candidly shares her
experiences in the 26 months after the death of her husband. She describes her journey in grief as packed
with blessings and brokenness. Despite the low points, she managed to find God in the midst of bereavement.
Noonan acknowledges that each person's grief journey is unique. "My writing is not meant to tell anyone
what or how or when to do anything," Noonan says. "The devotions are only meant to be messages that I
want to hold your hand, feel our pain, and hopefully we will be able to inch slowly, step-by-step into being
more whole, less broken—into new, peace-filled life." This book will help widows, whether they choose to
read it alone or with a group. A good resource for grief support groups, and an appropriate gift to show your
concern for any woman grieving the loss of her husband.
How can joy and sorrow go together? After all, you usually don't find grieving widows laughing, nor
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newlyweds weeping. Joy and sorrow are so far removed from each other on the spectrum of human emotion
that it seems illogical to stick them together. Yet there is a deep mystery here to unlock... Your life has
sorrows. You are meant for joy. Facing the reality of sorrow, we can either live in denial of the pain or dig
deeper for meaning... and joy. In contemplating the seven sorrows of the Mother of Jesus, we can discover
what so many Christians over the centuries have found: in Mary's sorrows we find a model of faith and how
to discover happiness in the midst of suffering. A way to transform sadness into gladness? That is
revolutionary! Discovering Mary's method for converting sorrow to joy may just be the single most
important step in your spiritual life. Launch into these pages and begin your journey to joy: to the meaning,
peace, and happiness for which you thirst.
See Me Grieve is a woman's raw reflection on life without the person who filled up so many parts of her,
broken into four sections: the fall, the darkness, the acceptance, and the continuation on this widow's
reluctant journey.
No matter whether your husband's death was expected or sudden, your loss is a total shock. Your world will
never again be the same. You wonder how you can go on without him. And how will you manage the details
of a life you built together? How do you get through each day when the grief feels like a tangible weight?
Newly Widowed, Now Socially Awkward
Widow-Man
Overcoming the Loss of a Spouse
Healing After Loss
The Widows of Eastwick
Contented Living in a Chaotic World
Encouraging Reflections for your Journey
A Widow's Awakening from Pain to Purpose
"Widow" is one title women do not want to have. Yet, according to the Surgeon General’s
office, 800,000 people become widows or widowers every year in the United States alone.
Every aspect of a widow’s existence changes—like it or not, ready or not. These changes
add to the emotional roller coaster that most women experience after losing their
husband. Miriam Neff understands the ride. As she struggled to understand and accept her
new role after her husband’s death, she recognized the need for women to hear from others
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about their experiences and what helped them transition to this new stage of life. From
One Widow to Another offers practical advice for those facing the loss of a spouse.
Drawing from her own loss, Neff walks with the reader through practical issues to a sense
of encouragement.
Jan shares her own story and the stories of others as she provides helpful insights for
widows.
"Coping When Your Spouse Dies" helps readers realize that, while you can't bring back a
spouse who died, you can face your grief in a series of stages which lead toward personal
healing. The author advises those trying to cope with a loss not to bury their feelings,
but rather to go through the pain of death and look toward the new life God has provided.
"Paperback"
"A very valuable and practical guide for any woman who has lost her husband due to an
untimely death. Kristin Meekhof's journey is both inspiring and courageous and something
we can all learn from." —Dr. Deepak Chopra An inspiring, accessible, and empowering guide
for how to navigate the unique stresses and challenges of widowhood and create a hopeful
future. When Kristin Meekhof lost her husband to cancer, she discovered what all widows
learn: the moment you lose your partner, you must make crucial decisions that will impact
the rest of your life. But where do you begin? This inspiring book shows grieving widows
what to expect and how to deal with the challenges of losing a life partner. From
immediate issues like finances, estates and medical bills to long-term hurdles such as
single parenthood, being a widow in the workplace and navigating social situations by
yourself, this book guides widows through the tumultuous and painful first five years to
a more hopeful future.
Riding the Waves
A Memoir
Becoming a Widow
A Novel
The Unexpected Journey from Loss to Renewed Hope
Reflections on Walking Alone
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From One Widow to Another
Uplifting Devotions for Widows
Widowed men are vastly outnumbered by widows, and they receive disproportionately little attention in their time of grief and recovery.
Though widowed men have much in common with widows, their sisters in grief, their journey is uniquely male. Writing from a Christian
perspective, the author shares his practical responses to many issues faced by widowed men, including grief, changed relationships,
personal upkeep, the possibility of remarriage, and how they hope they and their wives will be remembered. The book contains stories and
questions with space for the reader to make notes on his experiences, writing his own "book" about his time of loss and healing.The author
calls himself a "widow-man," a term of his own creation to avoid the title "widower," which he finds unsavory.
Widows convey their feelings and survival strategies in this compelling anthology The Widows' Handbook is the first anthology of poems
by contemporary widows, many of whom have written their way out of solitude and despair, distilling their strongest feelings into poetry
or memoir. This stirring collection celebrates the strategies widows learn and the resources they muster to deal with people, living space,
possessions, social life, and especially themselves, once shock has turned to the realization that nothing will ever be the same. As Supreme
Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg says in her foreword, losing one's partner is "a loss like no other." The Widows' Handbook is a
collection of poetry from 87 American women of all ages, legally married or not, straight and gay, whose partners or spouses have died.
Some of the poets are already published widely--including more than a dozen prizewinners, four Pushcart nominees, and two regional
poets laureate. Others are not as well known, and some appear in print for the first time here. With courage and wry humor, these women
encounter insidious depression, poignant memories, bureaucratic nonsense, unfamiliar hardware, well-intentioned but thoughtless remarks,
demanding work, spiritual revelation, and unexpected lust, navigating new relationships in the uncertain legacy of sexual liberation. They
write frankly about being paralyzed and about going forward. Their poems are honest, beautiful, and accessible. Only poetry can speak
such difficult truths and incite such intense empathy. While both men and women understand the bewilderment, solitude, and change of
status thrust upon the widowed, women suffer a particular social demotion and isolation. Anyone who has lost a loved one or is involved
in helping the bereaved will be able to relate to the experiences conveyed in The Widows' Handbook.
The Christian life isn't always a walk in the park. Children of Christian parents do die. Christian businessmen do lose their jobs. And
husbands of Christian wives do cheat. Being a Christian doesn't protect you from the tough punches life throws. Taking fourteen strategies
from the biblical account of the Israelite journey, Walking with God on the Road You Never Wanted to Travel offers real hope to those
on an unexpected, difficult journey. For forty years the Israelites wandered through a devastating wilderness, suffering many losses, and
yet learning some timeless lessons. These lessons, presented here as strategies for modern believers, are simply stated, clearly explained,
and beautifully illustrated with dramatic and inspiring stories.
A book of poems to help those who have lost a loved one. Written from her heart, the author expresses her feelings after losing her
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husband of thirty five years.
The Widows' Handbook
Thoughtful, Practical Ideas For Rebuilding Your Life
Hope and Healing After Loss
A Widow's Prayer
Grace for the Widow
Finding Your Way After Your Spouse Dies
The Death of a Husband
Conversations on the New You
Identifies what the author calls the enemies of contentment including envy, loneliness, and ungratefulness, demonstrating how to
replace them with such alternatives as godly choices, obedience, and dependence as part of living a contented life. Original.
Have you recently lost your husband? Are there days when you feel so terribly alone—and that no one else could possibly
understand? Author Gayle Roper understands. As a recent widow herself, Gayle writes: So who am I now that there's only one place
at the table...one pillow with a head dent, one damp towel after a shower. There's only one toothbrush in the holder. The seat is never
left up anymore. I can still write Mrs. in front of my name, but I'm no longer in a marriage relationship. You need two people for a
marriage and there's only me. Is there only you? Then join Gayle as she draws on her emotions during the loss of her beloved
husband, Chuck, and offers you a compassionate devotional to encourage you through your darkest days. Gayle knows a widow's
pain is deep. But she also knows God's love is deeper still. And it's in His love you'll find your deepest comfort.
A widow's journey into a new life... My Walk with Grief is a spiritual memoir about Elaine Olson's obsessive ten-year search for identity
and love after living in the shadows as a pastor's wife for thirty years, eventually marrying an agnostic who embodies Divine grace.
When her husband died, part of Elaine died, too. Unimpeded as a widow, her obsessive search for her own identity and love pulled
her into soul struggles, grief, world travel, disastrous dating, dog drama, and spiritual surprises. Elaine's memoir will inspire readers to
seek new identities after a significant loss or transition, encouraging them to grieve deeply, live fully, and rediscover love and the
largeness of Spirit's embrace. Elaine tells her story in a way that is candid, entertaining, and easily relatable, addressing at least two
topics other books on grief do not: the spiritual struggle to discover a more extensive understanding of Grace while seeking a new
identity as well as sexuality and dating.
How does the heart understand grief when it is broken by the death of a husband or wife? To survive and live forward, those who
grieve must find answers. Inside the Broken Heart is for anyone who has ever grieved the death of a spouse and asked 'why?' The
book meets the reader at a spiritual place reserved specifically for widows and widowers. Author Julie Yarbrough survived the sudden
and untimely death of her beloved husband, a prominent United Methodist minister. As a lay grief facilitator, she believes that those
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who seek comfort and inspiration in grief best identify with an authentic point of view. We grieve because we love, in direct proportion
to the depth of our love. Spousal love is a sacred gift ordained by God, the death of husband or wife unlike any other experience of
loss. The marriage vow moment 'until death do us part' forever changes those who survive. Grief cannot be understood until it is
experienced. Grief is not a crisis of faith, it is a crisis of the heart. Inside the Broken Heart uses topical references from the Bible to
illuminate the unfamiliar emotions and questions of grief for the surviving spouse. Because we must grieve in order to live, the book
explains spiritual and practical issues of grief and suggests specific coping strategies for widows and widowers. As journey through
'the valley of the shadow of death,' Inside the Broken Heart guides the way back to fullness of life. Through rediscovery of hope, pain
and sorrow are vanquished, death is rendered powerless, and grief is no more. We are healed by God's triumphant adequacy, 'He
heals the brokenhearted and binds up their wounds' (Psalm 147:3). "Julie Yarbrough has walked through the valley of the shadow of
death and experienced the pain and anguish of great grief, and she knows firsthand the comfort and strength that only God can
provide. I commend this remarkable grief ministry program to you highly." James W. Moore, Pastor in Residence, Highland Park
United Methodist Church, Dallas, Texas "With wisdom informed by her own experience and a warm regard for those who grieve, Julie
Yarbrough guides the brokenhearted on an honest journey toward acceptance and hope. A refreshingly excellent resource for grief
support." Stephan Bauman, Senior Minister, Christ Church New York City "Julie Yarbrough weaves understanding, care, and comfort
together in such a way that the seemingly intolerable becomes tolerable, one breath at a time. This resource provides everything you
need to promote, establish, and conduct grief groups throughout the year." Judith Bone, Director of Adult Discipleship, Brentwood
United Methodist Church, Nashville, Tennessee
Hope and Help for Women Who Have Lost Their Husbands
A Widower's Story and Journaling Book
Grief Understanding for Widows and Widowers
Coping When Your Spouse Dies
My Walk with Grief
A Widow's Story
Living Without the One You Cannot Live Without
Questions to Guide You Through Grief and Life Planning After the Loss of a Partner

Women who are facing the reality of widowhood are often connected by a common thread of grief and uncertainty. Hope
for an Aching Heart offers encouragement to help readers handle the challenges of each day with God’s grace. Sharing
from a widow’s heart, the author weaves personal stories, Scripture, and prayers into 60 days of inspirational thoughts
that motivate readers to draw closer to God. This heartfelt and engaging devotional helps to broaden women’s
understanding of the depth of God’s love, His tender care, and His promise to always be with them.
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Destination Hope: A Travel Companion When Life Falls Apart offers camaraderie and a beacon of hope for women who
feel alone in loss, struggle, or change of circumstance. This book is not a self-help book filled with platitudes from people
who think they have life figured out. Instead, Marilyn Nutter and April White link arms with the audience and encourage
their readers through stories of their personal challenges in widowhood and chronic illness. Women are encouraged to
see loss and hardship as part of life’s journey and are reminded to turn their gaze upwards, to the Provider of Hope.
Within the pages of Destination Hope comes a sisterhood, a bond, that is formed only through the mutual understanding
of loss and the need to find hope in hard times. Destination Hope is arranged into six chapters called Milepost Markers,
which address various losses, disappointments, or obstacles. Each entry concludes with a Rest Area for reflection and
journaling. A Postcard with a quotation related to the topic sends readers off with an encouraging word, as they travel on
towards their destination hope.
In this supportive guide, a widow and a mental health expert provide guidance and thoughtful advice for anyone dealing
with traumatic loss. When FOX11's weather anchor Maria Quiban Whitesell's husband Sean was diagnosed with
Glioblastoma (GBM), a deadly form of brain cancer, she was completely unprepared. How would she possibly explain
what was happening to their young son, Gus? How should she respond when people ask inappropriate questions? What
about just dealing with the details of the day-to-day? In You Can't Do It Alone, Whitesell tells her story and teams up with
licensed therapist Lauren Schneider to provide readers with a roadmap for walking through illness, death and grief.
Whitesell and Schneider explore: Discussing a serious diagnosis in an honest, clear manner Navigating control over life
when you feel no control Finding your support group Dealing with memories, family and friends Helping balance work,
caregiving, parenting and much, much more
There are 13,455,127 widows in the United States and Canada. The Sisterhood of Widows is a powerful book of healing
containing sixteen true stories from widows of all walks of life who reflect and comment about life after the death of their
husbands. Their stories cover death from accidents, cancer, heart attacks, and even suicide. All are told in a truthful and
sometimes painful manner. Emotionally every widow handles loss differently and yet there is a common bond they share
that makes them part of a sisterhood. And each widows story provides guidance and insight into human nature and the
journey of perseverance through grief.
Gentle Support and Advice for the First 5 Years
The Ache of Missing Your Other Half
Embracing Life after the Loss of Your Spouse
Finding God's Grace in the Days Ahead
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Reflections of a Grieving Spouse
A Widow's Journey Through Loss, Grief and Life After
The Widow's Journal
Facing Interpersonal Challenges After Loss

"We cannot change the cards we are dealt, just how we play the hand."---Randy Pausch A lot of professors give talks titled "The
Last Lecture." Professors are asked to consider their demise and to ruminate on what matters most to them. And while they speak,
audiences can't help but mull the same question: What wisdom would we impart to the world if we knew it was our last chance? If
we had to vanish tomorrow, what would we want as our legacy? When Randy Pausch, a computer science professor at Carnegie
Mellon, was asked to give such a lecture, he didn't have to imagine it as his last, since he had recently been diagnosed with
terminal cancer. But the lecture he gave--"Really Achieving Your Childhood Dreams"--wasn't about dying. It was about the
importance of overcoming obstacles, of enabling the dreams of others, of seizing every moment (because "time is all you
have...and you may find one day that you have less than you think"). It was a summation of everything Randy had come to
believe. It was about living. In this book, Randy Pausch has combined the humor, inspiration and intelligence that made his lecture
such a phenomenon and given it an indelible form. It is a book that will be shared for generations to come.
Unlike anything Joyce Carol Oates has written before, A Widow’s Story is the universally acclaimed author’s poignant, intimate
memoir about the unexpected death of Raymond Smith, her husband of forty-six years, and its wrenching, surprising aftermath. A
recent recipient of National Book Critics Circle Ivan Sandrof Lifetime Achievement Award, Oates, whose novels (Blonde, The
Gravedigger’s Daughter, Little Bird of Heaven, etc.) rank among the very finest in contemporary American fiction, offers an
achingly personal story of love and loss. A Widow’s Story is a literary memoir on a par with The Year of Magical Thinking by Joan
Didion and Calvin Trillin’s About Alice.
There is nothing you need more than the warm, reassuring voice of one who has traveled this path before . . . and survived after
suffering the death of a spouse.Marta Felber offers just such a voice -- caring, hopeful, always pointing ahead to a tomorrow that
will be a little easier than today. Having experienced her own spouse's death, Felber is never glib or simplistic. She knows the grief
her readers are feeling and she encourages them to give it full expression. At the same time, she offers sound, practical
suggestions on how to navigate difficult days. This book shies away from none of the difficult issues of bereavement. Felber gently
urges her readers toward careful, honest examination of the issues they face.
Help and Hope for a Widow's Heart In the weeks and months following the loss of her husband, a widow may be numb with
shock--or feel overwhelmed by a wide range of heartrending, and at times conflicting, emotions. Regardless of her response, she
needs to know that she can and will make it through this difficult time. And she needs to know that--no matter how it feels--she is
not alone. More than two decades ago, author Lois Mowday Rabey experienced firsthand the confusion and devastation that
follows a husband's death. When Your Soul Aches is an intimate collection of inspiration and insights born of that journey through
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grief. Every woman who has been rocked by the loss of her partner will find relief in Rabey's vulnerable and touching account of
her real-life experiences and those of dozens of other widows. Every widow's pain is unique. So are her circumstances and her
experience. Yet she shares many questions and concerns with other women who have lost their husbands--ones that may be best
addressed with the help of those who have previously walked through the fire. Such is the help found in the pages of When Your
Soul Aches. Written by a widow who remained single for ten years while raising her two daughters, it offers invaluable guidance to
women facing the painful emotions and difficult challenges of widowhood. Compassionate, empathetic, and wise, this book gently
encourages those grieving the loss of their husbands to be honest about their feelings. At the same time, it offers real hope that
life, though forever changed, can be sweet and good once again.
The Undistracted Widow
Daily Meditations For Working Through Grief
When Your Soul Aches
Comfort for the Grieving Spouse's Heart: Hope and Healing After Losing Your Partner
The Widow's Guide to Sex and Dating
You Can't Do It Alone
Inside the Broken Heart
Hope & Help for the Widow
As a new widow, I expected profound sadness, but was thrown off-guard by changing relationships and unexpected social
awkwardness. I was upset with well-meaning people who: - offered "words of wisdom" - compared their prior losses to mine
- introduced me as a widow before I was ready - failed to include me - assumed I'd be back on my feet after a year I was
upset with myself for: - seeking too much sympathy - asking for help too often - responding unhappily to invitations - telling
my story of loss to strangers - sharing the worst side of me with my closest friends In 45 essays, two voices describe the
social challenges I encountered. My personal voice is overwhelmed with grief and my changing identity while my voice as a
psychologist attempts to identify "what I can do for myself" to cope and move on.
For those who have suffered the loss of a loved one, here are strength and thoughtful words to inspire and comfort.
"Radziwill's delicious debut novel... is a poignant tale of love and loss."—Publishers Weekly "One of the richest, most deeply
satisfying stories I've read in a long time."—BookPage "Carole Radziwill writes like a cross between Sophie Kinsella and
Christopher Buckley. Cautiously romantic, unexpectedly moving, and funny!"—Susan Sarandon The Widow's Guide to Sex
and Dating is Carole Radziwill's deliciously smart comedy about a famously widowed young New Yorker hell-bent on
recapturing a kind of passionate love she never really had Claire Byrne is a quirky and glamorous 34-year-old Manhattanite
and the wife of a famous, slightly older man. Her husband, Charlie, is a renowned sexologist and writer. Equal parts Alfred
Kinsey and Warren Beatty, Charlie is pompous yet charming, supportive yet unfaithful; he's a firm believer that sex and love
can't coexist for long, and he does little to hide his affairs. Claire's life with Charlie is an always interesting if not deeply
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devoted one, until Charlie is struck dead one day on the sidewalk by a falling sculpture ... a Giacometti, no less! Once a
promising young writer, Claire had buried her ambitions to make room for Charlie's. After his death, she must reinvent
herself. Over the course of a year, she sees a shrink (or two), visits an oracle, hires a "botanomanist," enjoys an erotic
interlude (or ten), eats too little, drinks too much, dates a hockey player, dates a billionaire, dates an actor (not any actor
either, but the handsome movie star every woman in the world fantasizes about dating). As she grieves for Charlie and
searches for herself, she comes to realize that she has an opportunity to find something bigger than she had before—maybe
even, possibly, love.
Writing from a biblical perspective, Carol Cornish helps readers to discover how God is working in the midst of the deep
distress of losing a spouse. She provides the reader with direction in finding true and lasting comfort in Christ. Cornish, who
lost her husband of 38 years to lung cancer, encourages widows to use their widowhood for God’s glory. Ministry to widows
needs to be a priority for Christian communities, and Cornish equips churches, families, and friends to come alongside those
mourning the loss of a spouse. The Undistracted Widow includes sections to help widows find renewed identity and purpose.
Cornish helps readers trust in God, manage emotions, learn from both biblical and contemporary widows, rethink the past,
present, and future, and prepare for what’s next. Pastors, churches, and others will benefit from practical appendices. Any
woman who is grieving the loss of her husband, or who knows of someone in mourning, will find this to be a valuable
resource.
Journey to Joy
The Sisterhood of Widows
The Reality of Being Alone
Hope for a Widow's Heart
Poetic Reflections on Grief and Survival
Hope for an Aching Heart
A Journey Through the Fog of Loss

Over forty reflections offer insights that will touch a woman's heart, heal her soul and point out new and hopeful directions.
There is little in life that rocks us like the death of a husband or wife. Whether you're feeling alone, drowning under an ocean
of emotions, or you've worked your way through to the darkest nights of the soul and are now wondering how to get on with
your life, you'll find comfort and guidance from the authors of this book. One a clinical psychologist, the other a pastor and
professor, both suffered the loss of a spouse at a relatively young age. Their empathy, valuable psychological insights, biblical
observations, and male and female perspectives will help you experience your grief in the healthiest and most complete way so
that you can move forward to embrace the new life that is waiting for you on the other side.
How does the heart understand grief when it is broken by the death of a husband or wife? To survive and live forward, those
who grieve must find answers. Inside the Broken Heart is for anyone who has ever grieved the death of a spouse and asked
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'why?' The book meets the reader at a spiritual place reserved specifically for widows and widowers. Author Julie Yarbrough
survived the sudden and untimely death of her beloved husband, a prominent United Methodist minister. As a lay grief
facilitator, she believes that those who seek comfort and inspiration in grief best identify with an authentic point of view. We
grieve because we love, in direct proportion to the depth of our love. Spousal love is a sacred gift ordained by God, the death
of husband or wife unlike any other experience of loss. The marriage vow moment 'until death do us part' forever changes
those who survive. Grief cannot be understood until it is experienced. Grief is not a crisis of faith, it is a crisis of the heart.
Inside the Broken Heart uses topical references from the Bible to illuminate the unfamiliar emotions and questions of grief
for the surviving spouse. Because we must grieve in order to live, the book explains spiritual and practical issues of grief and
suggests specific coping strategies for widows and widowers. As journey through 'the valley of the shadow of death,' Inside
the Broken Heart guides the way back to fullness of life. Through rediscovery of hope, pain and sorrow are vanquished, death
is rendered powerless, and grief is no more. We are healed by God's triumphant adequacy, 'He heals the brokenhearted and
binds up their wounds' (Psalm 147:3).
When author and counselor H. Norman Wright’s beloved wife, Joyce, passed away, he grieved the loss of his partner and the
life they shared. Even in his state of sorrow, he knew he had to find a way to live without Joyce, to forge a hopeful path, and
to move forward in God’s grace and strength. With vulnerability and emotional insight, Norm shares from his deeply
personal journey and illuminates the way back to living when someone you love is gone. Readers who have lost their spouse
will discover support and guidance as they work through anger, including anger at God, to ease toward God’s peace move
away from denial and “what ifs” to move forward allow memories to provide comfort without getting stuck in the past create
a healthy new, daily routine to care for themselves turn their new identity and life over to God’s leading and mercy This
tender and inspirational book will help any reader who is grieving or who is walking alongside a grieving friend.
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